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ABSTRACT

The Michigan-Tololo	 of quasars is discussed using observa-

tional data for 48% of this sai;iple. Emission-line quasar characteris-

tics are confirmed for 80% of the objects observed, including at least

four new quasars with spectral features indicative of "supernova-like"

outflow. Approximately 73% of the redshifts predicted from the dis-

covery plates are found accurate with a mean error in z of 0.03, and a

large range of z (from about 0.1 to 3.16) is represented in the sample.

The observed redshift distribution for	 quasars is marginally consis-

tent with a constant co-moving quasar density above z = 2.0. The shape

of the redshift distribution may be used as an isotropy probe with a

cos:.lic time resolution of a few times 10 8 years in the early universe;

therefore, continued surveys of this; sort are important even if accurate

riagnitudes are not determined.

Subject headings: cosmology - quasars - spectrophotometry
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several observers have demonstrated within the past few years that

large numbers of quasars can be found in wide-field, low-dis;ersion spectro-

scopic surveys. Such surveys discover quasars primarily because of the

strong emission lines in their spectra. A thorough review of the tech-

niques used and the results achieved is given by Smith (1978). With such

techniques, it I s possible to catalog several hundred thousand quasars.

A premier question at present is to determine tine utility of large quasar

samples and to decide the extent to which they should be accumulated. Ir.

ti-Ais paper, we consider the sample of 174 quasar candidates recently pub-

lished by the Michigan group from observations with the Curtis Schmidt

telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (MacAlpine, Smith and

Lewis 1977ab, ;SacAlpine, Lewis r,nd Smith 1977, XacAlpine and Lewis 1978).

As illustrated in Figure 1, this survey covere,: roiighly 392 deg 2 for 23h3

RA :L 02.3 and -2°5 e DEC <, + 7°0. We present and discuss spectroscopic

observations for 48% of this sample to determine the statistical properties-

of these Michigan-Tololo quasars. The 174 quasar candidates were found on

only 18 plates with the Curtis Schmidt telescope, and we have over 100 such

plates as yet unexamined (See Figure 1). Consec,uently, we attempt to a efine

hose questions that can be addressed by increasing substantially our quasar

sample.

Yt..
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11. OBSERVATIONS

The Mich igan-Tololo c;uasar candidates were found or, aeeply exposed

IIIaJ plates using the 1°50' objective prism on the 61-cm Curtis Schmidt

telescope. The search technique is similar to that describes: by Smith

(1975, 1978), but the Michigan-Tololo candidates also include some star-

like objects with blue continua as well as those with apparent or mar-

ginally detecta3le emission lines. While we would not expect as high a

success rate for finding true quasars among blue continuum objects, cr.ta•-

loging them manes possible an estimate of the fraction of all optically

discoverable quasars that have conspicuous emissions lines. In the dis-

covery lists, the candidates were classified as "probable" or "possible"

quasars depending on whether there were two lines adequate for a redshift

estimate (probable) or only one line or just a blue continuum (possible).

Survey data and follow-u p spectrophoto,.atric data for the observed candi-

dates are sur.bmarized in Table 1.

In the Michigan-Tololo survey lists, featureless blue stellar objects

(24 in all) comprise only 14% of the c,uasir candidates. Obvious white

dwarfs were excluded. Of the 24 catalogued BSOs, two are known quasars

and two others (Nos. 329 and 333) show emission in our spectrophotometry;

we would expect, ti,ere:ore, that more of the BSOs will have detectable

emission lines if observed at higher resolution than on the discovery

plates. however, our new observations indicate that at least two BSOs are

blue stars (Nos. 88 and 169). The implication is that there are not

relatli veiy :3any weak-lined ;uasars and that at least 85 percent of

i
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V.

f	 all quasars chosen as candidates only from their colors would also be dis-

coverable as emission-line quasars. Bolton and Savage (1978) have searched

both for blue continuum objects (UVX in their terminology) aad emission-line

quasars using two-color pLoto&,aphs and a thin prism with the SRC 1.2 meter

Schmidt telescope. Thcy examined 50 deg 2 (two fields) to a magnitude limit

about two magnitudes fainter than the Tololo surveys. After initi.,lly search-

ing only for UVX objects, they rediscovered 70% of their candidates by look-

.	 ing for emission-line quasars. Of the total nu ber of quasars found to a

blue magnitude limit of 19.5, 80% were discoverable as emission-line objects.

The total nur.bers of quasars detected is also consistent with this

conclusion. Using the magnitude estimates in the Michigan-Tololo survey

lists, there are 146 candidates of magnitude 18 or brighter in the survey

area of 392 deg 
2. 

These are continuum magnitude estimates at X4500, so blue

magnitudes that include the emission 1:nes would be brighter. Utilizing our

conclusion below that approximately 80% of these candidates are real quasars,

there are about 0.30 Xichigan-Tololo quasars deg
-2
 with blue continuum magni-

tudes brighter than 18. If we consider only lists II, III, and IV, which were

prepared after more experience had been gained in recognizing quasars on

the discovery plates, then the above quantity is 0.39 deg-2 . This is com
ip

parable to the original estimate of Sandage and Luyten (1967) of G.4 qua-

sars deg-2 brighter than broad-band blue magnitude 18.1. Also, Bolton and

Savage (1978) found 0.3 quasars deg-2 orighter than 18. Because we do not yet

have extensive absolute photomeery or spect-ropnoto-metry for the Michigan-Tololo

quasars, we cannot be very confident of results comparing the SpaCe density

.	 lr►h
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of these quasars to chose from other s:aimples. In fact, for candidates

confirmed as quasars (table 1), the measured continuum magnitudes at

X4500 are often as much as a magnitude fainter than file discovery plate

estimates. A study of a similarly sized sample of unpublished Tololo

quasars now in progress by	 and Smith (1977) should provi6e ;core
r.

definitive results on t:".e number of t::ese. a'o,'j ,z^cts .s a function of

magnitude.

Demonstrating t;-.at emizssio:.- line quasars :,re the IAajo r fraction of

discoverable quasars is important because the redshift can be determined

in many cases directly from the discovery plates. This means, especially

in certain redshift intervals, that analyses of the redshift distribution

of quasars can be undertaken without Laving to observe all candidates

with largo telescopes. In §III below, we carry throu-h such an analysis

of the Michigan-Tololo quasars.

Using the 1.3-m telescope at McGraw-kill Observatory and the 4-m

telescope at Cerro Tololo, we have observed 74 of the 174 quasar candidates.

At XcGtaw-hill, the observation; were made wit:i a photon-counting spectro-

meter utilizing a reticon array (Shect-man and Hiltner 1976); at CTiO, the

observations were miade using the SIT vidicon spectrometer (Atwood et. al.

1979). All observational results are presented in Table 1, and spectra of

five particularly interesting quasars with strong, broad absorption features

are shown in i•i^ure 2. Of the total of 76 candidates observed by us in

conjunction with %os. 366 and 368 observed by R. Kirshner and/or N. Smith,

61 are high redshift quasars, 7 are blue stars, 6 do not have sufficiently



strong bpectral features to determine their nature, and 2 are narrow-line

objects with z t 0.1. Details for the candidates not confirmed as hlgh

redshiit quasars are presented after the notes to :able 1. These obser-

vations included an assortment of both probable and possible quasars, and

the 50% success rate improves if only probables are considered. Of the

42 probable candidates observed, only 5 were not confirmed as quasars.

Perhaps -inure significant is the success in estimating redshifts

fram the discovery plates. Of 45 quasars observed having predicted red-

shifts, 33 were predicted correctly (this includes 3 objects previously

observed by others). In tliese successful cases, the estimates were gratify-

ingly accurate, with a mean difference of 0.03 between predicted and observed

redsiiifts. Of the 12 wrap- predictions, 7 confused the La, C IV X1549, and

C III] X1909 lines, 1 was predicted to be a high redshift quasar but is

found to have z of 0.1, 1 has only a singe line, 1 has no identifiable

features, and two are blue stars.

mere is a further indication that the emission-line quasars discov-

ered in this kind of survey do aot have ano-alously strong lines. As has

been done by Osmer (1977), the equivalent widths of the lines can be co-.T,-

pared to those of radio quasars. We make such a comparison in Figure 3,

showing the distribution of observed La equivalent widths for the N.ichigan-

:oloio quasars in :able 1 coa,pared With those -'or the ratio quasars observed

:.y Osmer (1977) and Baldwin and Fetzer (1975). T"r,e distributions in Figure 3

show no systematic difference, as was also the case in Os,.,er's (1977) com-

pariso-a with the original Tololo quasars. It appears that the Curtis Schmidt

4
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technique would not overlook any radio quasars because La has insufficient

equivalent width. By tompr.rinb our r.easured c ,ulvalent widths

with the predictions in the candidate lists, we find a well defined lower
0

limit of 50 A for lines that were detected on the discovery plates. This

is -more than a factor of three less t:.an the fz.intest La in Figure 3.
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III. REDSHI'rT DISTRIBUTIONS AND QUASAR EVOLUTION

It is possible to measure fairly accurate red5hifts for many quasars

directly fro.m the discovery plates, while determining accurate ma;nitudes

is considerably more difficult. Kener:, we exam,i,.e the question of whether

useful conclusions can be drawn from t:he redshift distribution alone. In

Figure 4 the redshift distribution is shown for: (a) all quasar candidates

with predicted redshifts in Michigan-Tolole Survey Lists I-IV; (b) Michigan-

Tololo quasars with observed redshifts in Table 1. Examination of Figure 4

leads to several conclusions. The survey detected quasars because of the

MgII X2798 and CIII]X1909 l.nes, but associated redshift estimates were not

possible. Ia addition, there is a significi:nt nus,;ber of quasars showing

CIV X1549 but not La (1.3<z<1.9). Reds^ift estimates for these are not

always possible but can often be made from the presence of C III]X1909. The

survey is most efficient at picking out quasars with visible La (1.9<z<3.2),

for which redshifts may generally be predicted because of the inclusion of

CIV X1549 or OVI X1034. For this latter b roup, we believe that information

from the discovery plates alone can be used to consider the quasar redshift

distribution without having to obtain individual spectra of all candidates.

From the redshift and flux distributions of both optical and radio

quasars, severa l analyses have s '-Iow-a that t:.e co—.'.oving quasar density



was much greater in the past, increasin- exponentially with look-back

tia,e or as a large power of (1+z) (see Schmidt 1972 or Wills and Lynds

1978). A:so, for z > 2.5 rlie apparent number of quasars was known to

decrease substantially, so there was suspicion that this epoch corres-

pondcd to a real cutoff in t,e quasar p'heno.menon (e.g. Schmidt 1970).

However, Osmer and Smith (1977) have pointed out that the Tololo saa-ples

show relatively large numbers of ,unsars with z>2.5, indicating that there

may not be & reams decrease in the co-moving quasar 4ensity beyond this

red shift. The discovery of these high redshift quasars has been the i ost

en,ihasized result of the low-dispersion spectral surveys. Most such

quasars would not be found in searches involvinb blue stellar objects

since the strong La emission can produce a neutral or red color in broad

band photometry.

Tre question of whether there is an identifiable quasar event near

z = 2.5 in the universe seems to us one of the r:ost important points to be

considered with the present sample. Obviously, is is relevant to deter-

mining the origin of quasars. Did tl.ey actually form at z = 2.5; a i d a pre-

viously constant co-moving density Mist begin to decay at that tii:ie; or lias

the co-moving density been decaying exponentially for even longer? Iden-

tification of a formation epoch would also lead to interesting results about

the isotropy of the universe at that epoch. With the large numbers of

potentially d_scoverable c:uasars, it is possible to see if the epoch of

eny quasar event is the same in all directions. Good time resolution is

obtainable by studying the Suasar redshift distribution at z =2.5. For

7
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example, for a q,-0 cosmology, the look-back time is taz(1+-.'*' ;O- 1 :u Az

of 0.1 at z-2.5 cow-responds to At of 1.6x10 8 years for 31 0 - 50 km s-1 ?Spc-1.

Observationally, the problem is that which has been discussed by

Caswell and Smith (1975); to 6etermine if one can go from the observed

redshift 6istribution of quasars to reaningful statements about quasar

evolution in the universe. We now consider this using the Michigan-Tololo

sa-m2le by comparing the redshift distributions expected for certain

assumptions to the observed distribution. From Figure 4, there is certainly

a i.ro2 in the apparent number of quasars beyond z =2.3, but does this

correspond to a real drop in the co-.,,oving density? Carswell and Smith (1976)

have emphasized that it may not. For this comparison, we restrict the

hichigan-;ololo sample to globe quasars with predicted z>2.0, shown in

Figure 5. Tl,is is because predicted redshifts are ;.,ost reliable (Table 1) w;-,en

both La and CIV x1549 are seen on the survey plates.

By using predicted redshifts alone, we avoid any bias that may have

entered our selection of the 74 quasars :or Which follow-u;) observations were

obtained. Also this provides a comparison with the large number of quasars

that can h:ive redshifts predicted from our remaining survey plates. Tote

that quasar redshifts can still be predicted from La + OVI X1034 for z>2.4,

when CIV X1549 becomes redshifted off of the emulsion. however, the error

bars in figure 5 allow f, all one-line quasars for which tl^e line could

conveivably be La with z>2.4; this gives an upper limit on the possible

nur;,ber of quasars with z>2.4 compared to th..,se with z<2.4. A statistical

correction could also be applied to the sample of predicted redshifts,

based on the observations in Table 1. Note that or t"he 25 redshifts iii

Table 1 predicted because La and CIV were tt.oug;.t to be present (quasars



0o - 1.871od(L/L
0
),	 (1)

predicted to have 1.89<z<2.45), 3 of tile predictions were wrong because

tine lines were i'ASidenti:ied. Such a correction would mean that tile

nu .her of predicted quasars in Figure 5 with 2.0 < z < 2.4 is overestimated

by ua to 10%, so this possibility is ircorporated into ^he error bars

shown. Finclly, the error bars illustrated also include the statistical

uncertainty N
0.5 f'.
	 the number of candidates in etch bin. The resulting

histogram with uncertainty estimates is nor.nalized at z = 2.1, and shown

..s Figure 5. This observed redshift distribution is to be compared with

a calculated distribution, described below.

The objective is to calculate the d\/d-^ expect 	 .or cii,ission-line

quasars. Obviously, this depeads on several co y- ,logical assumptions,

each of which could be discussed Ut le:,gth regarding its validity. We

proceed by defining and adopting (without defending) those assumptions

which seem to us most reasonable.

Tile luminosity function for q uasars SCC -MS Lo be a power-law function,

with the number of quasars increasing by about a factor of six per magnitude

(e.g. Sandage and Luyten 1969, Braccesi and For:r.iggini 1969, Usher 1978).

Since ve are considering quasars discovered by eans of their emission-line

properties, we adopt the local quasar luminosity function derived by Sraniek

and Weedman (1978) because it uses the :i3 lumminosity as the luminosity

'MC
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where 0 is the number of rlua;,ars ^;pc -3 per magnitude interval of luriinozity.

We assume that a lurinosity function in La has the surge power law as the

une determined using iia .ad that this power law is the sam ,3 at all z. The

value of Lo depends oa the avero^e La /1.3 ratio for quasars. For calculating

the relative dN/dz, we do not need to know L o . Also, we will. take d\/dz

using only the quasars in the faintest magnitude interval of the survey;

inte3rating to brighter rnagnitu4ns will not affact the relative dN/dz for

a power-law luminosity function. Tien

Mere L(z) is t:Ae fainte

the sarvey, and p (z) is

volume element observed

From, Carswell and Sm: c:h

dX
^z	 L(z)

st observable

the co -moving

is dV, which,

(1978),

dV
dz P (z)	 (2)

La luminosity for the flex limit of

,uas: • der•.sity. The co-roving

like 1.;z) , is cosmology dependent.

dV 
-4 (1;-z) + (1+z) -3 _2(1-+-z)- 1 foe	 =u

dz	 J

and	 (3)

dv
dz C z

2 (1+z^i -3 (1+2z)
-U.5

 for qo=1.

Also,

log L(z) - 2 loo(z(1+U.5z)] for qo-U

and	 (4)
log L(z) d 2 log;	 qo=1

(see Sandage 1961, where total 1:~e flux is analogous to bolo,,.etric mag-

^iltude) . Using equations 1 - 4, we have

y



(z(li-0.Sz))- .74[(1+z) + (1-,•z)-3 -2(1- ►-z)	 J n(z) or qo=0

and	 (5)

d;V	 -1.74	 -3	 -0.5
dz a z	 (1+z)	 (1+2;s)	 p (z) for qo , 3 .

From relations (5) we calculate iedshift distributions for the interval

1.9<z<3.3, all normalized at z=2.2, .above which the number of discoverable

quasars drops dramatically. The distribution is 6hown in Figure 5 for

P / p(z) with q - 0,1. If we consider the error bars for the redshift
0

distribution, this is in marginal agree„;ent for z>2.0 with that predicted

for PP p(z). 4smer and Smith (1977) found such a result using V/V
m 

tests on

bright Toloio quasars. However, there is a hint from the error bars in

Figure S that more quasars than, expected 	 a constant co-;.,owing density

sud6e"ly appear in the universe at z=2.3. Determining the precise nature

of the redshift distribution :or 1.9<z<3.2 is o .e of the impo,-t..nt reasons for

continuing surveys of this type. Increasing the number of quasars Known

in this interval will make it possible to determine if an increase in quasar

c:ensity actually occurred at z= 2.3, or w:lether the smooth curve shown represents 	 A

ti:e actual distribution. If such an "ncrease is verified, i.t could be used

as an isotropy probe.

As determined from previous stud:	 (e.g. Sc:,.idt 1972, Wills and Lynds

1978), the co-moving ca uasar 4:ensity must decrease rapidly for z<2.0 until

the present epoch. Determining at what redshift this decrease Oegins is also

an imdortant problem, but on-2 that requiros a saTiple of optical ruasars

extending to redshifts substantially below 2.0. The Michigan-Tololo sample

contains such quasars, but they cannot be as reliably predicted from the

discovery plates as La quasars because t ey have lower e.-nissicn-line equiv-

aient widths and they oftei. appaar as one-line objects. TC.e aumDer of



observed c;uasars in Figure 4 in the range 0.2< z <i.2 suggests that, for

some fraction of one-line quasars, the detected lane is actually CIII] X1909

or vbII X2798. Such ob,'ects require precise spectrophotonietry for una;.,big-

uo.is redshift measurements. A more promising group of objects is the CIV

,uasars. With care, redshifts can be de:er ...ined from survey plates if

CIV X1549 and CIII] X1909 are present, which is Coe case for 1.3<z<1.9. A

possible source of confusion is the si7ilarity bLtWeen such quasars -,nd those

for w%ich La and CIV X1549 are visible (1.9<z<2.4). 'For the "CIV window",

the wavelength ratio of the two lines is 1.23 co--pared to 1.27 for the

"La window". On the low dispersion survey plates, aiensuring wavelen-th ratios

to such precision is not always possible. Even w't;en follow-up spectrophotometry

is required, it is e fficient once ti:^ ;c? two-11-.1t. c.indlblates ale located. 1•urt:Iur

work is necessary to determine what fraction of cuzsars in the CIV window show

only this line and not CIII] as well. We do not %ave enough observations of

one-line, conceivable CIV quasars to know row often CIII] is also visible on

the survey plates.

Observations of only those quasar candidates in the La window and CIV

j	 window provide a pro'3e for the isotropy of the co-z.oving density decay process

or z<2.0. Tne relative nu;;iber of quasars in a re'dshift interval centered

at z =2.1 (,N	 compared to the number at z=1.5 (`1.5) is fairly sensitive
2.13

I

'	 to -.he exponent in an exponential decoy law. For example, changing from

14	 16z	 -p(z) ,e	 to ;)W# ice	 increases by a f actor o f about 1.2 the ratio N	 /,N
2.1	 1,5•
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:11is corresponds to a change in the half-life of the quasar phenomenon in

co-moving density of 1.2x10 8 years(T represents look-back time in units of

H 
o 

and is z(l+z) -1 for qo-n.) If we can use large samples of quasars to

determine this ratio to such accuracy, we Lave time resolution in the early

universe of approximately 10  years.

The apparent chan-,es in quasar numbers as a function of redshift dis-

cussed above are all presented in terns of charges only in the co•iaoving

c:ensity. however, apparent changes could instead be pro6uced by systematic

c 1llanges of quasar luminosities as a Iuac!:ion of redshift. Even a c:inn8e

only in La equivalent widt.is with reds',-iift could affect nua;ber counts.

But the question is	 there are traceable change s in some physical

property of quasars that occur at well-defined epochs of cos;.iic t-Ime.

It would then be possible to determine if these chan—cs occur everyw.it^re

in the universe at the same epoch. We think that this can be probed

with emission-line quasars from the objective-prism surveys. A problem

t.'ith such surveys is the great diffieulty in ac;.ieving ho.,ioZe;;eous r,a„nitude

limits (e.g. Smith 1978). Because of this, it may not be possible to

determnine whether C :e surface ConsiCy of quasars On the S ky is isOtl'OiliC.

:his is the curse of a power-law iun;inosity function; only a small change

in the magnitude limit changes drastically the nui.ber of quasars detected.

But the -rest blessing of a power-law luminosity function is that the

nor-,alized redshift dist ribution of c;uasars is in ependent of the finitude

limit, as long as the power-law itself is not a function of redshift. This

has been emphasized by Carswell and Smith (1978); if we observe a magnitude

Zainter into the quasar luminosity function, used above, we simply see

5.6 times more quasars in each redshift bin.

V



Therefore, we feel that surveys for emission-line quasars should be

continued with the purpose of determining redshift distributions in dif-

ferent parts of the sky. It is i:,portant to determine if the possible feature

in t;.e (.uasar distribution at z= 2.3 occurs everywhere at this redshift, and

if i.ha ratio of quasars at zj2.1 to those at z-1.5 is `i,e same. This can be

done using the Curtis Schmidt technique. To c..eck selection effects,

analogous surveys Chould be carried out with varying r.ethods, using a grating

instead of a prism, or a different prismatic dispe,sion, or a different emulsion.

It is also important Lo observe to iff:erent limiting magnitudes in ti-,e same

fields, as begun by iioag a:.d Smith (1977). Such observations will provide

a check on t:le assumption that the p ower -llw dependence of the qur,sar Ili;-UnOsiL'y

fui.ction is independent of re d shift. We dote that alternatiVe lu minos-iLy

functions linve been proposed (e.g. Tur.ler 1979).

REPRODUCIEIT M OF THE
')RIGINAL PAGE: IS PWR

IV. SL?XARY

Fo llow-up spectro^) ioto:7.etry of t:.e Mich i.gan.-Tol.olo quasar sample has

resulted in confirir,ation of emission-line quasar characteristics for 80%

of the ob . ects observed and roughly 73% confirmation of redshifts predicted

directly from the dicovery plates. Within the sample, we found at least

four new quasars with spectral features indicative of "supernova-like"

out (see Fi-ure 2) and also two '.harrow-line ob'ects with z - 0.1 (see

notes on candidates not ccnf irmed as high red: 1;1Tt q -unsars) . The survey technique

detects quasars over a large range of redshift, primarily because of the Mjgll \2798,

C111jal909, CIV x1549, and La lines in emission. For the first three of

t:,ese cases, it is not always possible to assign a redsift from inspection

JL-
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of the discovery plate; the technique is most accurate and coi,,p]ete in

irking out Lcr. quasars. The redshift distribution for 1A quasars is

marginally consistent with a constant co-moving quasar de,zsity above z = 2.0;

a continued exponential or power-lzw increase in co-moving density for

z > 2.0 appears to be ruled out. Two paraoreters---the r-?parent , ez,k in

the redshift distribution of la quasars, and the ratio of quasars near

this peak to those near the peak of CIV quasars---can be measured with a

cosmic time resolution of a few tir:.es 10 8 yec:rs. This allows an all-sky

pro's_ of isotropy in the universe with this resolution at a cosmic time

of about 1.3x1010 years ago. We emphasize that accurate knowledge or repeat-

ability of survey limiting :.iagnI.tudes is not necessary for comparing redshift

distributions, as long as quasars have 	 power-low luminosity function which

is independent of redshift.
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Table 1

DATA FOR 033FHV'ED 1•:ICHIGAN -TMALO QUASARSr

Redshi ft Lac CIV X15 1,9 Mng.
List No. Telescope Predicted	 Observed Flux t E.W. ( A)	 Flux t E.W.(A) (0500)obs.

18 *M 1.89 1.89 29.9: 314: 6.2 70 16.9

30 CTIO ---- 2.05 5.3 310 1.7 130 19.1

36* C ITIO 2.o6 1.o6 ---- ---- ---- ---- 18.4

42 CTIO 2.30 2.26 8.7 3E0 2.0 100 18.4

45 CTIO 2.03 1.99 7.4 280 2.4 loo 18.4

46 CTIO 2.33 2.31 8.7 560 1.6 120 19.0

81* MGO ---- ? ---- ---- ---- ---- --	 -

86 mo(m3o) 1.96 1.96 29.0 480 5.8 90 17.2

87 CTrO 2.36 2.35 15.0 330 3.4 9p 17.8

1.01* MGO ---- ? ---- ---- ---- ---- 18.5

104 CTIO 2.35 1..(2 ---- ---- 3.0 60 17.8

114 see notes ---- o.36 - --- ---- ---- ---- ----

117 CTIO 1.4o 1.37 ---- ---- 1.9 150 19.4

118* see notes ---- 0.26 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

131 CTIO 1.46 1.42 ---- ---- 2.8 150 18.7

F
132 --cc notes 2.02 1.99 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

136 CTIO 2.35 1 .60 ---- ---- 3.3 150 18.7

139* CTIO 2.08 2.03 9.1 480 2.1 110 18.8

l4 1* CTIC 2.92 2.r-2: ---- ---- ---- ---- 18.6

142 CTIO 1.44 1.39 3.9 65 17.7

144* see notes ---- 1.91 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

145
*

see rotes ---- 0.1+0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

148 1.1130 - - - - 2.99 8.1: 517 1.2: 74 18.8:

153* 1•:00 ---- o.E6? ---- ---- ---- ---- 1E.9

154 1{^;0 2.45 2.4 4 "0: 3,0 2.1: 73 18.2:

f^
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Table 1 (continued)

t•.,. n

Red shi f't Lot C1V X15149
List 1.o. Telescope Predicted Obse.ved Fluxt F..W.(A) Flux t F•W.(A) (0500)obs.

•	 164 CTIO 1.94 1.90 85 24o 6o 24o ----

175 CTIO 1.96 1.96 5.9 230 1.6 85 18.6

184 * C1 10 2.96 3.01? -	 -- ---- ---- ---- 19.5

186* I.-Jo(CTIO) 2.05 0.99 ---- ---- ---- ---- 17.5

197 Callo 2.21 2.18 ---- 180 ---- 6o ----

2. 08 CTIO 2.33 2. 31 ---- ;^ 1+ 0 ---- 70 ----

211 I•:G0 2.05 2.00 ---- --- 3.7: 124: 18.1:

212* ?.'GO(CTIO) 1.56 1.071 ---- ---- ---- ---- 18.4

222 CTTO ---- 1.46 ---- ---- 2.0 65 18.4

224 CTIO 2.09 2.09 --- 3^-0 ---- 85 ----

232* XGO 2.18 2.11 6.5 380 2.2 127 18.9

247 MGO ---- 2.35 6.7 4-12 1.4 119 18.9

249 CT 10 ---- 1.46 ---- ---- 2.2 75 18.6

2(6* 1.1 30 1.67 1.68 ---- ---- 7.7 126 17.4

2 75 CTIO 2.21 2.131) ---- ----- ---- ---- ----

276 cllo ---- 1.59 ---- ---- 1,.2 130 18.3

281 XGO 1.33 1.87 ---- ---- ---- ---- 17.9

287 CTIO 2.32 2.27 ---- 20"0 ---- 100 ----

294 1::30 1.97 1.92 -- -- ---- 5.3 122 17.7

4	 297*
4
L 

?.,.GO 2.01 1.95 ---- ---- 3.5 95 17.8

301* MGO ---- ? --	 _ --- ---- --- 18.7
0

305 see notes ---- 0.32 --	 - ---- ---- ---- ----

310 1•::0 1.33 1.36 ---- ---- 1.8: 77: 18.4

*321 1•:s0 - - - - 1.08 ---- ---- ---- ---- 17.2

324* CTIO ---- 1.44? ---- ---- 4.4 90 1-7.8

I	 I
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Table 1 (continued)

Redshift	 lac CIV X1549
List NO. Telescope Predicted	 Obseived	 Flux t F.W.(A) Fluxt F.W.(A) (Xltl;o))

* -	 ----- - -	 ---- - - -- -	 --,	 - --	 - --	
ob s^

328 MGO ----	 ---	 ---- ----	 ---- 17-1
329 MGO ----	 ?	 ----	 ---- ----	 ---- 1 8 .1
331 CTIO 1.142 	 1.39	 ----	 ---- 7.2	 240 18.6
333* MGO ----	 ?	 ----	 ---- ----	 ---- 17.7

338* CTIO ----	 1.3.1?	 ----	 ---- 2.3?	 75? 18.5

31x0*
tIGO ---- o.41 ----	 ---- ----	 ---- 17.8

341* I1;GO ---- o.4o ----	 ----- ----	 ---- 17 8
355 see notes ---•- o. P6 ----	 ---- ----	 ----

357 V30 ---- 0.33 ----	 ---- ----	 ---- 17.5

36o* -mu-o ---- ? ----	 ---- ----	 ---- 19.2

366 see notes 3.19 3.14 9.4	 570 2.0	 1-26 18.8
368 see notes 3.24 3.16 ----	 ----	 - ---	 ---- ----

*
351 l•'GO 0.91 0.91 ----	 ----	 - ---	 ---- 17.3*
397 11^30 ---- 10.16 ----	 ----	 - ---	 ---- 15.9
400 M-70(CTIO) 1.33 1.89 ----	 265 ?,3	 88 18.1

402 b:GO 2.83 2.84 1.7	 400 3.5	 1,00 17.7

403 CTIO 2.26 . 2.19 ----	 310	 - ---	 '--10 ----

)415 Clio ---- 1.44 ----	 ---- ---	 80 --__

t Units are 10
-14 

ergcm-2s-1. OF

Uncertain. ^RItJypL Y AUI
.

,

I;otes to Table 1 follow.,

36. Spectrum sho::s CIIII Xl(,09 with 65 A e.w. and a noisy feature assumed to

be 1SZII x,2798.

81. 17oisy spectrum obtained through clouds shoos a broad eriission feature with

rou ghly

1

141 A e.w. at %4200,

',



l.ote

101.

F	 114 .

s ^
	 118 .

1 32.

139.

s to Table 1 (continued)..

Has a broad emission feature with 11 1. A

Also PHL 1027. Redshift from Burbidge

Also PHL 1033. Rcdshiff from Burbidge

Also PHL 1127. Redshift from Burbidge

lias strong, broad absorption blueward

e.w. at 14523.

et Al. (1977).
	 I%

et 81. (19'17).

et Al. (19'17)•

>f la t CIV X1 549, and OIL]/S; N X1400;

spectrum illustrated in Figure 2.

141. Spectrum, illustrated in Figure 2, shows strong, broad emission and

absorption features, in agreement with the description from the discovery plate.

The redshift was assiGned by considering the strongest features to be La

(stronnly absorbed on the blue side), CIV X1549, and OVI X1034. For z=2.92,

the cn • ission at %4014 actually corresponds reore closely with the position

of T,P. The hiihcr ionization CIV tad GVI absorption features appear at a

somewhat lower redshift than that for Tfx.

144. Also PHL 12.22. Redshift from Purbidoe ct al. (19i'().

1 145. Also PHL 1226. Redshift from Burbidge et P1. (19'f().

153. Has one broad emission feature with 50 A e.w., assumed to be MaH X2798.

-14	 -c -1
184. lias one strong emission line ( flux 2_x10	 erg em s , e.w. 1 140 A) with

deep absorption to blue, matching the description fron the discovery plate;

illustrated in Figure 2. A spectrum obtained by 14. G. Smith using the Anglo-

Australian telescope appears to show weak 0I^3/SirV X1400 and CIV X1549 at

kEPHOf)UCEB,-T.i7^r OE' THE;z-3.o1.	
ORIGI'^AL PA(;i; IS }', ► .,

186. Spectrum sho ,..s broad emission features at %38?2 c:nd X5575 (E6 A e.w.),

assumed to be CIII] X1009 and 1.GII %2"T98.

212. L7oisy spectrum shows two broad emission features at X3934 (70 A e.w.)

and X58C4 ( 90 A e.w.), assumed to be CIII] X1909 and MgII X2703.

I



hiTKl)1)0001r(.1-rY

Totes to Table 1 (continued).
nR*'Ai^,ii- PA(-H" IS YWR

232. Spectrum, illustrated in Figure 2, shows strong, broad absorption

on the bluexard side of La, CIV %1549, and 011J/SiIV %1 1400, matching the

description from the discovery plate.

266, Also PKS 0038-019.

275. Spectrum, illustrated in FiCure P. shows strong, broad absorption features,

in agreement with the description from the discovery plate. The strongest

emission feature, with deep central absorption, is assumed to be Ia.

297. Also PHL 938.

•	 301. Noisy spectrum has a broad cmission feature with roughly 221 A e.w.

at %3905.

305. Also PKS 0105-008. Redshift from Furbidge et A1. (1977).

321.. Also PKS 0122-003.

324. Has only ore emission feature, assured to be CIV %1549 because of

observed e.w.

328. Has one emission line with 30 A e.w. at %51.11.

329. Has one emission line with 58 A e.w. at 7,4445, possibly with broad

absorption on the bluewzird side.

333. I;oisy spectrum shows a weak ., broad emission feE.ture at %4361.

338. }iris only one emission feature, assumed to be CIV %1549 because of

obse--ved e.w.

340. IZoisy spectrum shows three emission features at %3958 (roughly 65 A e.w.),

%6121 ( rouChly 27 A e.^:• .), and %(520 ( rouChly )40 A e.w. ). These lines

are assumed to be I•.gII 1.2798, Hr, and Hp, respectively.

341. Spectrum has three emission features at %3917 (123 A e.w.), %6079

1	 (98 A e.w.), and %6828 (150 A e.w.). These lines are assu:ned to be I;gII i,2799,

iir, and H^, respectively.



I,otes to Table 1 (continued); 
E It IIU ' OJ . r r 'I e 

A. '. , p .f: . \- R 

355. A1GO PHL 109'. Redshift rrom Burbidee ct !!. (1911). 

351. Also IIAB 0131-010. 

\ 

360. Very no\5y speetrUlll shows what appellTe to be a brood ern1ssion reature 

366. Spectr ophotometry obtained by M. G. Smith using the !,oglo-Australian 

telescope and also by R. P. Kirshner us'ng the KPilO ' .18ya11 telescope. 

368. Pedshift ob'aine~ by M. O. Smith us ing the Analo-Austrsllan telescopft. 

381.' Spec trUlll shows essu"1cd cnij >..190, at "3613 and J.!gII "2198 at "5391. (60 A e.w.) 

391. A so NAB 0205 +024 end '·lrK 586 . 

, 



( jo //0 &J Noes to T l/c )

Candidates Not Confirmed as Ilii;h Redshift Quasars

35. Has one possible weak, broad emission feature at ?4104. The continuum

Is not blue.

66. A low-redshift object (z-0.0"10) with narrow lines; spectrum shows [OII] X3727

(e.w. 72 A), ho (e.w. 2.0 A), anc, rio II1^W195o,5007 (e.w. 67 A).

'13. Uncertain object; possihle, but not obvious emission.

88. Blue star; probably a DA i ,:hite dwarf.

94. Blue star; probably a DA white dwart'.

100. ho obvious spectral features; continuliru not blue.

169. Blue star; probably a DB white dr:arf.

1'(0. Blue r" ar; probably a DA white d%:nrf.

228. A lov-redshift object (z--0.102) with narrow lines; spectrum shows

(0113%3',27 (e.w. 100 A), H13 (e.w. 115 A), Pnd [OIIT1 ).). 1J959,5007 (e.w. 760 A).

302. Blue star; probably a DB white dwarf.

303. No obvious features; blue continuum.

,64. I;oisy scan has no obvious features; ;;ot very blue.

370. 'Blue star; probably a DA white dwarf.

333. I;o obvious emission features; possible absorption at X3974.

419. Blue star; probcbl-y a DA white dwarf.

loop.

AL

I

.1^• ;'fir.
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F1Cl ► RE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.----Rcgion for which nearly complete objective-prism plate coterage t

has been obtained with the Curtis Schmidt. The shaded area has

been systematically searched, resulting in Michigan-Tololo Lists

I-IV of emission-litre objects. Each plate covers 5°x5°, and the

overlap is about 112°.

Fig. 2.----Spectra (flux per unit wavelength interval against observed

wavelength) for quasars showing unusually strong, broad absorption

features.

Fig. 3. -----Comparison between the distributions of observed La equivalent

widths for the Michigan-Tololo sample (solid histogram border)

and radio quasars (dotted histogram).

Fig. 4.----Redshift distribution for redshifts predicted from the sury'2y

plates (dotted histogram) compared to those determined from

observations in Table 1 (solid histogram), in units of aft: j„
RF,'KODUC1Bn.TTY

number of quasars against redshift. 	 ^lrf;•j^'A!, PACE IS P()'ik

Fig. ',.----.,urmalized redshift distributions for redshifts predicted from

the survey plates (dotted histogram) compared to those determined

	

i

i	 from observations in Table 1 (solid histogram). Uncertainty

	

'f	 estimates are applied to predicted redshifts with z>2.0 as des-

cribed in text. Curves represent expected distributions for a

constant co-moving quasar density, fur qo=0,1
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